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Debye-Scale Plasma Structures Associated with Magnetic-Field-Aligned Electric Fields
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We report a new type of spatially coherent plasma structure that is associated with quasistatic,
magnetic-field-aligned electric fields in space plasmas. The solitary structures form in a magnetized
plasma, are multidimensional, and are highly supersonic. The size alongB0 is a few lD and
increases with increasing amplitude, unlike a classical soliton. The perpendicular size appears to be
influenced by ion motion. We show that the structures facilitate ion-electron momentum exchange and
suggest that an aggregate of structures may play a role supporting large-scale, parallel electric fields.
[S0031-9007(98)06705-2]

PACS numbers: 94.30.Kq, 52.35.Mw, 52.35.Sb, 94.30.Tz
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Quasistatic, magnetic-field-aligned (parallel) potentia
are known to be the primary energy source for partic
acceleration in the “upward” magnetic-field-aligned cu
rent region of the auroral zone where precipitating ele
trons create a visible display. Parallel electric fields ha
been inferred from satellite and sounding rocket observ
tions, specifically, from examination of precipitating elec
tron distributions [1], observations of antiearthward io
beams [2], and observations of large-amplitude elect
fields perpendicular to the ambient magnetic fieldsB0d [3].
Direct observation of parallel electric fields recently ha
been reported [4]. Theoretical treatments on how a co
sionless plasma supports quasistatic, parallel electric fie
however, have been largely inadequate. Treatments
clude anomalous resistivity [5,6], weak double layers [7
magnetic mirror force [8], and strong double layers [9].

The recent discovery of quasistatic, parallel potentials
the “downward” current region of the auroral zone [10,11
establishes that parallel electric fields are responsible
particle acceleration in two distinct plasma regimes, whi
suggests that they may be a fundamental particle accele
tion mechanism in astrophysical plasmas. In the dow
ward current region, ionospheric electrons are accelera
antiearthward to up to104 times their initial thermal en-
ergy. It is in this region that a new type of plasma stru
ture is found.

In this Letter, we report characteristics of a uniqu
type of solitary structures that are associated with para
electric fields and assess their role in supporting para
electric fields. These structures are observed with en
getic electron fluxes and are found to be within or ne
large-scale, quasistatic, parallel potentials [12]. Simil
structures have been observed by other auroral spacec
[13] and in space plasmas outside of the aurora [1
The solitary structures had speeds far greater than the
thermal speedsnithd and thus were interpreted [14] to be
one-dimensional “electron phase space holes” [15,16]. W
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demonstrate here that the structures are three-dimensio
Debye-scale charge clouds moving at the electron d
velocity, that they are inconsistent with classical solito
solutions, and that they facilitate ion-electron momentu
exchange.

The observations in this paper are from the Fast Auro
SnapshoT (FAST) satellite [17] which measures charg
particle distributions and electromagnetic fields in t
Earth’s auroral zone from 350 to 4175 km in altitude in
near-polar orbit (83± inclination). We present data from
the Northern aurora near local midnight and near apog
The FAST instruments have significantly higher time res
lution than previous efforts, sampling electromagne
fields faster than the plasma periods1ynped, and compiling
particle distributions in10ynpe to 100ynpe.

Figure 1 displays the electromagnetic fields of the so
tary structures. Panels 1(a)–1(d) display the parallel el
tric field sDEkd, two componentssDE'd perpendicular to
B0, and one component of the perturbation to magne
field sDB'd. Panels 1(aa)–1(dd) are expanded views
panels 1(a)–1(d). A noticeable feature is thatDEk is bipo-
lar, always with the same sense. The first excursion of
electric field (negative is antiearthward) is always in t
direction of the energetic electron drift. Both componen
of DE' are unipolar.DB' is also unipolar and small such
thatDE'yDB' ¿ c.

The attendant electron distribution, compiled over
,78 ms period, is displayed in Fig. 2. It shows ene
getic (,30 eV or ,3 3 106 mys), field-aligned electrons
sTek ¿ Te'd. Temperatures are derived as the seco
moment of the electron distribution (minus drift) as th
distributions were clearly non-Maxwellian. The electron
moving antiparallel toB0 (180± is antiearthward) display
a plateau extending to,50 eV (,4 3 106 mys) before
sharply dropping. In this example, the antiparallel (
B0) distribution dominates over all other angles produci
a substantial drift (21.6 3 106 mys). Strong variations
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (a) The electric field parallel toB0. (b) The electric
field perpendicular toB0 sDE'd and in the spin plane of the
satellite. This signal, measured by a 56 m dipole antenn
appears attenuated, indicating that the structure size may h
been ,112 m. (c) DE' along the spin axis of the satellite.
(d) A perturbation magnetic field perpendicular toB0 sDB'd.
DB' was filtered to a pass band (3–16 kHz) to expose t
weak signals and therefore may not appear unipolar in t
figure. (aa)–(dd) An expanded view of the above data.

in the energetic electron fluxes are well correlated wi
the solitary structures [10,12]. The ion distribution (no
shown) displays perpendicular heating withTi' . Tik.

The velocity of the structures, derived from time delay
between separated antennassndelayd, are in the same direc-
tion as, and approximately equal to, the measured elect
drift velocity,

ned 
Z

fesndn d3nyn , (1)

where fe is the measured electron distribution andn is
the plasma density. The ratiokndelayynedl is 1.15 6 0.87,
where the bracketsk l indicate an average over more tha
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FIG. 2. The electron distribution at three angles fromB0.
The antiparallel distribution (180±) dominates over all other
angles. The distribution at 194± does not show an enhancemen
indicating the electron fluxes were nearly field aligned. Th
distribution had ned , 1.6 3 106 mys and a Tek , 30 eV.
Measurements below,1 3 106 mys could be affected by
spacecraft charging.

1000 events. By contrast, ratiokndelayynethl is 0.36 6

0.30, whereneth is the electron thermal velocity. Note tha
ndelay ¿ nith, so the structures are supported by electro
We also find thatDB' is consistent with the Lorentz field
of a moving chargesc2DB'yDE' > ndelayd, establishing
that the solitary structures are electrostatic in the elect
drift frame.

The electromagnetic signature is that of a two- or thre
dimensional positive charge passing by the spacec
at the electron drift velocity. DE', however, shows
no preferred direction which indicates that the structu
are three-dimensional. Furthermore,DEk and DE' are
typically comparable and hodograms ofDEk vsDE' often
conform to a spheroid such thatz0 # r0, wherez0 is the
parallel (toB0) scale size andr0 the perpendicular scale
size. We suggest later that the oblateness of the spher
depends upon the ratio of ion gyroradiussrid and Debye
lengthslDd which typically satisfies2 , riylD # 20 in
regions where the structures are observed.

The parallel scale size of the solitary structures can
determined from their motion. Figure 3(a) is a great
expanded view ofDEk. The time axis has been translate
into Debye lengthsslD  82 md assuming a constan
parallel velocitysnsold. The displayed structure has a sma
DE', which implies that it was almost centered about t
spacecraft as it passed by or that it was a highly obl
structure. The measured signal fits remarkably well to
827
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FIG. 3. (a) DEk. The dots are the data at0.5 ms resolu-
tion translated into Debye lengths assuming a constant pa
lel velocity, nsol  3.2 3 106 6 1.1 3 106 mys. The smooth
trace is the fit to Eq. (2). The local plasma hadn0 
5.7 6 2.0 cm23, Tek  704 6 145 eV, Ti'  370 6 74 eV,
and jB0j  11 481 6 10 nT. lD  82 6 30 m (fe was non-
Maxwellian) and was less than the H1 gyroradius s241 6
24 md. (b) Calculated charge densities assuming spherical a
planar geometry.

derivative of a Gaussian,

Eszd  E0ze21y2szyz0d2

yz0 . (2)

The solid line in Fig. 3(a) represents a fit to the signal wit
z0  0.7lD .

We use the fit to derive the charge density of the stru
ture [Fig. 3(b)]. The actual charge density lay between th
two traces which represent the extremes, spherical and p
nar geometry. The structure has a positive core of rough
,5%n0 (more typical is,10%) surrounded by a negative
halo. A close examination ofDEk [Fig. 3(a)] reveals that
it abruptly begins and ends (much faster than1yz2) which
implies that the total charge in the structure must be sma

We examined over 1000 events, chosen by an algorith
to establish the characteristics of the solitary structure
The primary selection criteria isolated bipolar, paralle
electric field signals with peaks exceeding the surroundi
rms amplitude (averaged over,2 ms) by a factor of 5.
The perpendicular electric field had to be nearly unipola
A spot check indicates,97% of the structures identified by
the search algorithm were as described above, but roug
1
2 of the structures discernible by eye were not identifie
particularly those with low amplitudes.

The Gaussian half-widthssz0d of the structures paral-
lel to B0 are plotted in Fig. 4(a). lD was determined
from the measured electron temperature and the ion den
(non-Maxwellian distributions could lead to a small error
Typically, lD was determined to be better than 25% [18
828
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FIG. 4. (a) A histogram of the occurrence of solitary struc
tures versus their size. The standard deviation in size is infl
enced by uncertainties in the velocity measurement. (b) T
peak potential versus the structure size. Each point reflects
mean potential and size averaged over a size bin in panel (a

The velocity of the structures,nsol, was not as accurately
determined, often with uncertainties of650%. The mea-
sured values (ndelay) were used if the antennas were fa
vorably oriented, whereas the Lorentz velocities (c2DB'y
DE') were used ifDB' was detectable. The average scal
size is1.80lD 6 1.13lD. The standard deviation is influ-
enced by the uncertainty innsol.

The relationship between maximum potential of the ob
served solitary structuressF0d and sizesz0d is displayed
in Fig. 4(b). F0 clearly increases with size which in-
dicates that the structures do not form through a simp
self-focusing process. The general shape of the curv
whenz0ylD , 2, agrees with analytical results of a one
dimensional electron phase space hole solution [16]. Fu
thermore, the observed structures are predicted to be sta
in one dimension [16] since their velocity was almost a
ways less than twice the electron thermal speed.

The perpendicular scale sizesr0d has been difficult to
establish. Theoretically, one expects ions to controlr0
since the electrons are strongly magnetizedsre ø lDd,
restricting their motion to one dimension. There also
observational evidence which suggests thatr0 scales with
ri. The structures are occasionally periodically space
close to the proton cyclotron frequency. Figure 5 show
such an example. Furthermore, the spectral power dens
of the electric field waveforms almost always show
absorption at the ion cyclotron harmonics (not displayed

It has not been established if the structures result fro
the sudden emergence of accelerated electrons or if they
directly associated with or, perhaps, carry the parallel ele
tric field. Ion dynamics plays a critical role because resi
tance comes from momentum exchange between electr
and ions. The three-dimensional character of the solita
structures naturally provides such momentum exchang
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FIG. 5. The parallel electric field. The solitary structure
in this example are evenly spaced at a frequency above
local H1 gyrofrequency, and, within error, at the lower hybrid
frequency.

In the frame of the solitary structure, ions are incident
very high velocitysnsold relative to their thermal velocity,
and will scatter from the positively charged core. Assum
ing that the perturbation to the ion trajectories is small an
that the ions are unmagnetized (the ion transit time is f
less than their gyroperiod), the perpendicular impulse fro
an ion passing through the solitary structure with an impa
parameter ofr is

MDni'srd 
Z `

2`

eE'fr , zstdg dt , (3)

where M is the ion mass. The parallel velocity of the
ion also will experience a perturbation. This perturbatio
can be estimated asDnik > 2Dn

2
i'y2nsol if there is a

negligible recoil of the structuresnl
3
D ¿ 109d. The net

result is a parallel momentum exchange between ions a
electrons which acts to retard the electron drift.

The above analysis can be applied directly to the obs
vations. There are two noteworthy results from this e
ercise. In the frame of the ions, the perpendicular ener
gain is a significant fraction of the ion thermal energy. A
the occurrence rate of the structures, ions undergo s
stantial perpendicular heating, consistent with the obs
vations [12]. The heating of the ions, which results wit
ion temperatures comparable to the electron drift energ
must come from the drifting electrons. Furthermore, th
parallel momentum imparted from the ions must be a
sorbed by electrons. Momentum balance requires a pa
lel electric field, acceleration (deceleration) of the solitar
structures, or growth (decay) of the solitary structures.

In summary,,2lD solitary structures associated with
quasistatic, magnetic-field-aligned electric fields we
demonstrated to be three-dimensional electron pha
space holes traveling at the electron drift velocity. Th
parallel profile fits very well to a Gaussian, the paralle
size increasing with increasing potential. The structur
are unique in that they exist in a strongly magnetize
plasma and are multidimensional. Evidence suggests t
ion motion influences the perpendicular scale size a
organizes sets of the structures. The multidimension
nature of the structures can lead to a strong interacti
s
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with ions. Through scattering, the ions can receive co
siderable transverse heating and an appreciable excha
of parallel momentum with the electrons. These finding
suggest that an ensemble of solitary structures may p
vide the means by which a collisionless plasma can se
consistently support a parallel electric field.
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